OTR-TDT
» Deflator greatly decreases the time and money it takes to deflate a large OTR tire
» Operates most effectively when using a compressor producing 155 cfm @ 150 PSI
» Comes equipped with heavy duty axels and flat free pneumatic tires
» Low maintence tool with short term ROI
» Easy to service air exhaust muffler
» The tool has been engineered and certified
» Quiet - operates at 80 dB
» Comes equipped with:
  - Cold weather 25’ air line rated for 300 PSI replacing the industries standard 15’-20’ safety deflation/inflation air lines being used
  - Valve stem adapter - c/w unions for both the SLB & Z-Bore size valve stems
  - Weather-guard muffler rain cover

OTR-TDC-SYS
» Enclosure protects the deflation equipment from falling debris
» Side and rear vents allow the deflator to release air from within the enclosure
» Sliding control panel door used to protect the gauges and control valves
» Rear vent is removable so that the deflation filters can be cleaned
» Handle is designed to be pulled with a pintle hook or pulled by hand
» Top is designed to be used as a tool or equipment tray
» Optional beacon light to notify the user when the tire is deflated to a safe level

OTR-WALL MOUNT
» 42”L X 18”W mounting plate (custom sizes available)
» Equipped with 2 1/2” PVC coupler on the exhaust side
» Comes with a 20’ reinforced inflation/deflation air line